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INTROD"UCTION 

The University of Alabama Myocardial Infarction Re
search Unit (MIRU) supports clinical research on 
patients who have sustained a myocardial infarction 
(heart attack). MIRV is a contract from the National 
Heart Institute wh",o;e goal is the reduction of mortality 
and morbidity from myocardial infarction. Patient 
rooms provide the environment for intensive coronary r care and research. Two laboratories facilitate study of 

- critically ill patients with complicating conditions, such 
as, shock, congestive heart failure and severe arrhyth
mia. The digital computer housed adjacent to the 
patient rooms is dedicated to on-line real-time MIRe 
research (see Figure 1., MIRU). 

The Shock Research Unit of Lcs Angeles County 
Hospital pioneered the application of digital computers 
for on-line clinical research of cardiovascular functions.' 
Following that effort, electronic data processing tech
niques are being used increasingly for patient moni
toring."" These applications emphasize clinical care of 
postoperative patients, and they primarily monitor 
only a few variables, such as, blood pressure, heart 
rate, respiratory rate, temperature, and urine flow. The 
patient monitoring programs developed by Sheppard, 
"t a!., at the tIniversity of Alabama' are used in the 
clinical care of patients in the MIRU. 

The variety of MIRU research protocols (e.g., ther
mal dilntion cardiae output, assisted circulation, ECG 
rhythm analysi") demand a changeable support system 
both in the bedside instrumentation and in the com
puter software. The MIRU research system emphasizes 
flexibility in facility allocation and ease of programming 
and operation. 

r 
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Figure l··-Myocardial infarction research unit 

MIRU research requires the following computer 
capabilities: 

• Acquisition and analysis of data from multiple beds, 
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• 	 Control of mea.surement and therapy devices, 
• 	 Real-time display of information, and 
• 	 Concurrent development of computer programs. 

The patient data for research studies include physio
logical, historical, physical examination, laboratory, 
clinical ohservation, intervention, and pathological data. 
Intervention data include medication, therapy, changes 
in position, and research protocols. Physiological data 
acquired in analog form include sampled data and 
derived parameters. 

Cmnpuuw configuration 

The IBM 1800 Data Acquisition and Control System' 
with the Multiprogramming Executive (MPX), pro
vides the foundation for the system which meets these 
requirements. Supplementing MPX, a MIRU executive 
supports data entry at mUltiple tenninals and allocates 
system facilities to multiple patients. This executive 
requires minimal alteration to MPX. 

The IBM 1800 processoreontroller is a 32K word, 
2-mieroseeond cycle time computer. Each word is 16 
bits plus 2 bits for parity checking and storage pro
tection. Digital input, digital output, and analog output 
features allow connection of special devices, e.g., remote 
terminals (see Figure 2., System Design). 

Three direct access disk drives provide 1.5 million 
words total of on-line storage for programs and data 
(see Table T, Disk Allocation). Two drives are reserved 
for the real-time parts of the MIRU system. The third 
is a utility drive serving as one of the following: 

• 	 hackup for the system drives, 
• 	 st{)rage for source and object programs during de

velopment, 
• 	 storage of the MIRU master patient index for sta

tistical studies, and 
• 	 large volume disk storage for a partiCUlar research 

protoool. 

Two 60kb tape drives provide high volume storage 
for research studies. One, the real-time tape drive, 
logs data from patient files for retrospective study. 
The other, the special study tape drive, provides 
temporary data storage in scheduled research proce
dures and backup for the real-time tape drive. 

Two 20kc analog-to-digital converters provide con
tinuous and noncontinuous modes for analog data 
acquisition. One, the real-time converter, converts data 

TABLE I~Disk Storage Allocation 

SECTORS DRIVE 0 DESCRIPTION 

300 
800 
293 

60 
2 

0'"
27 
,>6 

S 

IBM system programs. 
TASK working storage. 
Coreload storage. 
Temporary patient file. 
Terminal control file, 
Interrupt save area. 
Bat,{lh save a.rea, 
Executive Director. 
Cold start program. 

SECTORS DRIVE 1 DESCRIPTION 

24 
3.\0 
100 
286 

40 
50 

7.\0 

Disk index table. 
IBM relocatable programs. 
General relocatable subroutines. 
Batch work storage. 
Teet process work storage, 
Test coreload area. 
Source program file. 

SECTORS DRIVE 1! DESCRIPTION 

8 
1000 
592 

Disk index table 
Patient active file. 
CoreJoad area. 

--....~--
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which is processed continuously by core-resident rou
tines. The seeond, the special study converter, is used 
for converting bursts of data for routine clinical proc
essing and research experiments. MPX schedules the 
second converter by queueing conversion requests. The 
queued requests are serviced according to a priority 
assigned to the research experiment. Experiments de
manding immediate response receive a high priority. 
The special study converter serves as back-up for the 
real-time converter. 

Muitiprogramming exeeutive 

The IBM 1800 Multiprogramming Executive oper
ating system is the real-time monitor for the computer. 
l\iPX provides automatic handling of interrupts from 
data input-output (I/O) devices and user sources, 
automatic program scheduling, on-line hardware diag
nostics, and time sharing for real-time routines, process 
programs, and background processing. The MIRU 
system provides these areas for program execution: 
Special coreload area (SPAR), coreload area, and. vari
able core. These areas service, respectively, programs 
of high response and short execution (1 millisecond), 
medium response and medium execution (l second), 
and slow response "ith variable execution (see Table 
n, Core Allocation). 

The MIRU executive features: (I) Remote terminal 
control of system facilities, (2) Computer controlled 
medical instrumentation, (3) Task concept for allo
cation of system facilities, (4) FORTRAN programming 
environment with multiple entry points, (5) Flexible 
program communication including program control of 
exception conditions, and (6) St<lndardized handling 
for data storoge in the patient file. 

REMOTE TERMINALS 

Remote terminals control the work load of the disk 
oriented computer system. The remote terminal con
sists of a storage oscilloscope and a keyboard for display 
and entry of information. The storage oscilloscope pro
duces excellent graphic and alphanumeric displays for 
review of information. High quality graphic plot.s are 
essential in the MIRU environment where large quan
tities of analog data are processed. The storage oscillo
scope also offers visual quality control of signals sampled 
by the computer. 

The keyboard keys and lights are connected to the 
computer's digital input and output points. Data en
tries (numeric,., minus sign, blank, decimal point) are 
displayed on the top line of the scope for visnal verifi
cation as the key is depressed. Action keys (clear, enter, 

TABLE II-Core Storage Allocation 

PARTITION OR 
AREA SIZE DESCRIPTION 

Inskel Common 3 K* Core resident storage area 
fot program communica
tions, Terminal oontrol 
block, bed and param
eter control blocks, task 
block and working sklr
age. 

Executive I/O and 10 Kt 	 Core resident pArts of the 
Director 	 IBM MPX System. 

Interrupt Handler, Pro
gram Scheduler, Disk 
I/O Routine, Error 
Routine. 

MIRU Executive and 3 K* Keyboard entry routine) 
FORTRAN instrumentation handler, 
Subroutines MIRU housekeepingrou

tinc, t88k timer oontroL 
Frequently used FOR.
TRAN $ubroutines. 

SPAR 4 K* Special coreload area for 
fast ""ponse (Millisec). 
Continuolls signal pro
cessing. 

Core Load Area 1 4.5 K Medium resPOlll!!l (1-5 sec). 
Short execution times 
(Up to 1 sec). Disk 
loeded programs to 
boodle ,..mote terminals. 

Core Load Area 2** 4 K Slow response (10-20 sec). 
Longer executing time 
(5 see). Work ho.... ",e. 
Wled by mo.t MIRU 
processing programs. 

Variable Core 7.5 K 1st priority-high respoJlij{J 
processing on a core ex
cha.nge basis for pro
grams too large for Areas 
Ij 2. 

2nd priority-long exoout
ing, large progra.ms with 
no response required, 

3rd priority-batch pro
cessing. 

*Thei:e areas are storage protected. 
.. This area is planned for the future when additional core 
storage can be obtained, These progr.ams are now executed as 1st 
priorit,y in variahle core. 

respond, reset) cause the computer to perform the 
specified function. The lights (attached, busy, message) 
show the terminal's status. 

The keyboard and oscilloscope taminals facilitate 
communication between programs and researchers. 
Throngh audio-tone and lights on the terminal, alarm 
conditions, alert conditions, and routine messages can 
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TABLE III-Terminal C"ntrol Block ('rOB) 
~~- ~~- ~~-....-~~.... .... ... 

WORDS P' DESCRlPTION 

1 P Terminal number. 

2 P Address of task block in control of terminal. 

3 P Bed oontrol block number, 

4 P Harow.,.. bit IlUISk for light. and display, 

;~R Display Hroode" scale factors, 

IHO Display origin for keyboard entry. 

11~13 DiBplay origin for FORTRAN IOCR, 
14-21 Display scale factors. 
22--31 P Special function program na.mes. 
32-47 Keyboard buffer and point.er. 
48 Time of data enf-ry, 
49 P Digital input. addresR. 
.50 Reserved, 

.. NOTE: uP" means storage protected, and a blank space 
means not protected. 

be signalled, The user can enter data at the keyboard 
for a program, and the program can display lR,,;tual, 
numeric, and graphic information, 

A fixed in-core table of parametem exists for each 
terminaL This terminal control block (TCB) contains 
information pertinent to the generating of displays and 
keying of data, MIRU executive plot routines reference 
the TCB for scaling factors. The keyboard entry routine 
buffers characters in the TCB (see Table III, Terminal 
Control Block), 

The patient's bedside or nurses' station terminal can 
be used to call programs into execution and to enter 
data during program execution. A terminal is normally 
in program call mode (unattached). A program request 
through a MIRU executive subroutine dedicated (at. 
taches) a terminal for data entry. 

A three-digit name identifies each process program. 
The first digit is the hardware priority" level at which 
the program will execute, Digits 2 and 3 provide identifi
cation for programs which execute on that level. Entry 
through the keyboard of a program name queues the 
program for execution. Function buttons on the key
board map through the TCB into the ten programs 
most frequently called from a particular terminal. Se
lecting a function button queues a specific program for 
execution, Thus a program ,,-an be selected either by 
keying the three digit name or by selecting a function 
button, 

When a keyboard has been attached to a program, 
data can be entered for that program. Up to 15 char
acters of information (numerics, minus sign, blank, 
decimal point) can be buffered in the TOB, Individual 
data worda are separated by the blank, so more than 

a single value can be entered, For example, the string 
[5 12.7 1 -53 15J represents five distinct data entries. 
MIRU executive subroutines move the charact"" string 
from the TeB and convert it to FORTRAN real or 
integer values, 

BEDSIDE INSTRUMENTATION 

Commercially available medics! instrument<ttion pro
vides 7 to 14 channels of analog signals from eacb 
patient room. The instrumentation has been modified 
to permit computer identification of transducers and 
modules and to allow computer eontrol of bedside 
devices. The modular computer-controlled iMtrumen
tation moots the research requirements of MIRU, as 
the bedside instrumentation requirements vary with 
different protocols being conducted, In patient rooms, 
computer-connected cabinets aceept up to 7 channels 
of instrumentation. In the two laboratories, up to 14 
computer-connected module positions are available 
(see Figure 1, MIRU). Transducer panels above the 
patient's bed provide one computer-coded transducer 
connector for each module position in the cabinet. 
Above each connector is the "transducer active" button 
used to signal the computer to put a transducer on-Une. 

When a analog signal is needed, the nurse connects 
the transducer, plugs in an amplifier module, and 
presses the transducer active button, The computer 
reads digital information from the amplifier module 
and transducer connector. A computer program checks 
the 5-bit code to insure proper setup of the instrumen
tation, Using the remote terminal, the program guides 
the calibration of the amplifier. A light in the "traIll!
ducer active" button signifies the signal is on-line. 

A second pressing of the button sets the signal off-line 
removes the calibration tables, and !.urns off the trans
ducer active light., 

In the computer, tables store module addressing and 
calibration information for all programs using a sigIlll.1. 
A bed control block (BCB) for each patient in the 
research unit contains identification and physiological 
information used frequently by programs. Programs 
aceea. the data in the BCB through MIRU executive 
routines which load or save values. A program ean only 
address the BCB of the bed for which it is active, 

Since instrumentation requirements vary, a block of 
storage called the parameter control block (PCB) is 
dYIlll.mically allocated when a parameter (e,g" blood 
pressure, surface EGG) is placed on-line. A fixed section 
of the PCB contains addressing and calibration infor
mation, A variable section holds the derived data re
lated to the parameter. The derived values are usable 
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for all programs and are referenced through syatem 
load/store routiues (see Table IV, BCB's and PCB's). 

TASK CONCEPT 

The basic unit of work in the MIRU system is the 
'task.' A task is defined as a disk loRdahle program 
that is active for a specific patient and is uniquely 
identified by a program name and a bed number. It 
may be of short duration (a feW hundred milliseconds), 
such as, a summary display; or it may be of long 
duration (the entire patient stay), such as, a monitoriug 
program executed at perio<lic intervals. Tasks can be 
initiated from the remote terminals or through other 
tasks. 

Since a new task is started for each patient, one 
program is serially reus.able for all patients on the 
unit. This conserves disk storage; since only one copy 
of a program need be stored on disk. 

The task concept dynamically provides system fa
cilities to each patient in the research unit. The bedside 
terminal will be dedicated to any task for entry or 
display of information. Core and disk workiug storage 
are dynamically allocated for intermediate storage of 
parameters. Lights and audio alarms are available for 
signalling alarm and message conditions. Real-time 

TABLE IV-Bed Control Block (BCB) 
and Parameter Control Block (PCB) 

BED CONTROL BLOCK 
WORDS DESCRIPTION 

0 P BCB length. 

I P Bed control block number. 

2-i5 P Patient number. 

6--12 P Patient name. 


13 P Digital input/output addresses. 
14-40 Physiologioai d.ta storage. 
41 P Maximum number of PCB's, 
42-.... Parameter- block addl'eSS£S. 

PARAMETER CONTRO/' BLOCK 

WORDS P' DESCRIPTION 


0 P PCB length. 

1 P ::\iultiplexor address of module. 

2 P Address of task block in control of module. 

3 P Slope calibration. 

4, P Zero alibra.tion. 

5+ Derived physiological parameters. 


* NOTE: UP" means storage protected, and Ii blank space 

means not protected. 

"'. ~OTE: = 73 for laboratories. 


- 47 for uncomplicated patient rooms, 

~[L[____~_~_I__L_____B_lt.__~1 ~ 
l Task Inactive 

Terminal Bed 

Timer SWitch Mit I n Swi teh 

I I I " I I Word Count 

~ 
Reserved 
Erase 
Task In-execution 
Tenmina1 Attached 
Messa9" PendIng 
Alert CondItIon 

1 _______ Alarm Condition 
'-________ Timer Active 

Work Area Address 

D1sk Add....ss Sector Count 

TI~~~S:~~h ~.jn S:~tch 

TImer 

P 

"NOTE: 	 .p" means storage protected. and blank 
space means not protected. 

Figure 3-T..k block 

measurements from parameters are available to all 
programs, and any program can log information to the 
patient file. 

A programmable timer is provided for each task. 
The 1""ec. time base timer can be used to recall a 
program at " set interval, check data entry or response 
to alarm conditions, or schedule a program execution 
on a periodic basis. 

At task request time, the MIRU executive aUooates 
eight words of core called a task block and initializes 
taBk parameters. The parameters include the program 
name, the terminal number, the bed number, two 
program switches, eight program statUI! flags, the word 
count and address of in-oore storage, the sector address 
and count of disk storage, a program switch save area, 
and a task timer (see Figure 3, Task Block). 
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Figure 4~ :>URU Sa.mple Task Program 

SAMPI,E TASK PROGRA:\I DATA NAME /Z"'/ 

II FOR STASK C·....PROGRAM NAME IS A THREE DIGIT NUMBER. 


.~--....-~-.~ CALL INITL (NAME, IPRSW, IALTS, IBED, ITERM, 
{j••••••••••**•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ISAVM, ISAVT) 

GO TO (100, 200, 300, 400, 500) IPRSWC' NAME STASK • 
CC' TITLE SAMPLE MIRU TASK PROGRA:>! • 
C....·PROGRAM INITIALIZATION WITHOUT 

C' DATE 4/1;70 • 
PARAMETERSC' FUNCTION THIS ILLUSTRATES HOW PRQ. • 

100 CALL WORK (10, IERR)C' GRAMB ARE STRUCTURED IN • 
C..•..INSURE WORK AREA IS ALLOCATED (IERR ISC· THE UNIVERSITYOF ALARAMA' 

'-' OR '+')C' MIRU SYSTEM. THE WRITEUP • 
IF (IERR) 110, 1000, 110 C' IN THE MIRU PROGRAMMERS • 

110 CONTINUEC· G UID E EXPLAINS THIS PRO- * CALL MEXIT (ITYPE, IPRSW, IALTS, INTVL) C' GRAMMING IN DETAIL. * CC· ENTRY CALL TASK (NAME, IERR) FROM • 
C·..··PROGRAM INITIALIZATION WITH PARAMETERS C· ANOTHER PROGRAM OR CALL • 

300 CONTINUEC· FROM REMOTE TERMINAL • C·..··WORK STORAGE HAS BEEN ASSIGNED BYC' (PROGRAM SWITCH SET TO 1) • 
CALLERC· CAJ>LTASKP (NAME, WDCNT, • 

C....·USE 'LDTSK' TO RETRIEVE INITIAL 
C' NOPAH, ARRAY, IERR) FROM • 

PARAMETERSC* ANOTHER PROGRAM (PRO- • 
CALL MEXIT (ITYPE, IPRSW, IALTS. INTVL) C· GRAM SWITCH SET TO 2) CALL' 


C· 'rENTR (NAME, lCODE, IERR) • C 

C·····EXTERNAL ENTRY SECTIONC· BY ANOTHER PROGRAM (PRO-' 

300 CONTINUEC· GRAM SWITCH BET TO 3) • 
C··....IALTS· CONTAINS ONE WORD FROM THEC' ERROR RECALL (PROGRAM • 

EXTERNAL CALLER C· SWITCH SET TO 4) * GO TO 1000C· EXIT CALL MEXIT (TYPE, NEXT • 
C· SWITCH, TIMER SWITCH, • C 

C··..·PROGRAM ERROR RECALL SECTION C· TIMER INTERVAL) • 
<;•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 400 CONTINUE 

C....·'IALTS' CONTAINS THE ERROR CODE 
GO TO 1000 

(J.**••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
500 CONTINUE 

C 
C..•..PROCESSING COMPLETE EXIT 

1000 CALL MEXIT (0, 0, 0, 0) 
CALL EXIT 
END 

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION 

To enhance response times, core utilization, and disk 
storage capacity, the MIRU programming system pro
vides multiple entry points to a FORTRAN program. 
Thus. without being rolled-out (saved) onto disk. a 
program can be exited and ent<rred at a later time. 
In-core storage is dynamically available to each pro
gram for the preservation of intermediate parameters. 
While a program is not active (executing), its coreload 
area is used by other programs. On recall for execution 
a fresh copy of the program is read from disk and the 
execution continues from the designated entry point. 

This programming system conserves the overhead 
time that would otherwise be required to save an 
interrupted coreload on disk and frees a coreload area 

while a program is inactive. While one t""k waits for 
the entry of data from a keyboard. another task pro
gram is executing. 

Task program 

A t.ask program is many program segments con
nected together under the control of two program 
s\\i.tehes, the main and timer switches. The switch 
mechanism is the FORTRAN computed-go-to state
ment.' A program segment begins at one of the state
ment numbers in the computed-go-to statement and ~ 
ends with a call to the MIRU executive exit routine. 
This gives a FORTRA:N program multiple entry points. 

In the computed-go-to statement, GO TO (100, 200. 
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300, 400, 500), IPRSW, the numbel'8 are the entry 
points to the program and "IPRSW" is the main 
program switch (see Figure 4, ~IRU Sample T""k 
Program). By selectively setting "IPRSW" as 1, 2, 
..., N, the program can begin execution at entry 
points 100, ZOO, ... respectively. This provides a power
ful but easy mechanism to seleet the same or different 
entry point each time the program is executed. 

The switches provide the programmer with two inde
pendent control paths for each task. The first or main 
switch is the entry point following data input via a 
remote terminal or response to an alann, alert, or 
message signal. 

The second or timer switch is the eutry point follow
iug a time-out of the task timer. Sinee the two switches 
are independent, each may point to a different segment 
of the program. A program requesting data can regain 
control aft.er II specified time interval, whether or not 
data has been entered. 

Entry paint selectioo 

The MIRU executive initializes the switches at task 
setup time. At the end 01 each program segment, the 
MIRU exit routine set" the switches for the next entry. 
A task program determines its entry point through a 
call to the task initialigation routine. 

A task program begins with the task initialization 
routine. This routine identifies the task being processed 
and places the task block address on the MPX level 
work area, that is, the MPX mechanism for reentrant 
coding.' Subsequent MIRU executive routines reference 
the task block through the saved address. The initiali
zation routine' sets the task active flag and returns the 
program switches. 

The last executable statement of every program seg
ment is a 'CALL MEXIT' (i.e., MIRU executive exit 
routine). Through this routine, a program communi
cat;;. with the task block. The user can specify why 
he is exiting the program (exit type), where he wishes 
te return (main switch), where te return on II timer 
recall (timer switch), and the increment of time to 
remain inactive. The MIRU executive saves this infor
mation in the task block, designates the task as inactive, 
and removes the task block address from the MPX 
level work area. 

The following are task exit typec; 

o-complete task processing, 
I-signal alarm condition, 
2-signal alert. condition, 
3-signal message pending, 
4-remain inactive for specified time interval, 

5--request data from terminal without erasing dis
play, and 

6-request data from terminal and erase display. 

Certain main entry points are reserved and defined 
as follows: 

I-task initialized without parameters, 
2-task initialized with parameters, 
3-task reentered from external sourne, and 
4-task recalled through error condition. 

Initial entry 'lkithout parameters 

A task initialized through the terminal has no in-core 
or disk work sterage; and hence, it nan have no initial 
parameters. Working sterage can be attained through 
a request to the MIRU executive. The task program 
can request up to 255 words of in-core storage and up 
to 128 sectors of disk storage. This storage space is 
found by the MIRU executive, which returns its ad
dress to the task block. The executive also returns 
status indicator; Work storage already exists; no work 
area remains; request successfully filled. 

I nitia/entry with. parameters 

A task iuitialized from another task program can be 
in one of the following states; 

• Neither disk nor in-core storage, 
• Disk but not in-core storage, 
• In-core but not disk storage, or 
• Both in-core and disk storage. 

A task program starting a new task nan transfer data 
through in-core working storage. The MIRU executive 
selects a t""k block, initializes the program s,,'i.tches 
to entry point 'two', allocatas t"sk working storage, 
moves the data to the storage, and queues the new 
task for execution. 

Using another MIRU executive routine, a program 
can transfer both in-eore and disk working stcrage to 
the new task. This routine uses the existing task block 
for the new task, thus completing the processing by the 
first task. The parameters contained in in-core and 
disk working storage are passed to the second task. 
The program switches are set to entry point 'two'; the 
new task is queued for execution; and the existing 
program is exited. 

Task working storage cannot be referenced directly. 
It is accessed indireetly through the work area address 
stored in the task block. On request, MIRU executive 
routines 'load or store values in the working storage. 
The load and store functions validate the relative 
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TABLE V-MllW Abort M __ and Restart COO.. 

MIRU 	TASK ABORT MESSAGEB 

MESSAGE MEANING 


'MULT ER ART' Multiple error abort, 
'WHOOPS RATCH CALL' System routitie called invalidly 

from BATCH 
'WHOOPS TSK AD INV' No 'CALL INITL' has been 

made prior to a can to a 
system routine. 

'WHOOPS INV LVI,IRT' No active task found for name 
input to 'INITL.' 

'DAMN DAMN DAMN' Programmed status dump. 

Word 	 Jfi!ji,nuUm. 

1 Level! Area 
2 I (U"" variable) 
3 Tel"IDinal,IBed 
4 Alternate switch/Main switch .; Flag/Word count 
6 Audit trail switehes (Previous 

entry point) 

MIRU ERROR RESTART CODES 

4-1 Multiple error reeall 

4-2 MPX program r ..t....t (FORTRAN erro, detected). 

4-3 Task load/st.ore relative word t"4'TOr. 


4-4 Invalid switch in 'MEXIT' call. 

4-;) Invalid type in (MEXIT1 call. 

4-6 No interval in type 4 IMEXIT' call. 

4~7 Invalid word count in {WORK' call. 

4-8 Attempted use of terminal atta.ched to another 'TASK' 


(e.g., 'CALL TEXT'). 
4-9 Invalid terminal call in 'MEXIT,' 
4-10 Terminal number error in IATACH; calL 
4-11 Error in code in 'TE1\"'TRI call. 
4--12 Error in word count in 'TASKP' calL 
4-13 Sector count error in IDWORK' or 'MADDR' call. 
4-14 Invalid name in (TASK,' fTASKP/ 'TASKT' call. 
4-15 Sector count outside reserved area in fMADDR' call. 
4-16 Display number is ~ro, negative, or grea.ter than 

number of displays on system. 

MIRU 	EXTERNAL ENTRY CODES 

3-1 System reload (Storage protect., op codo, or parity error). 
3-2 Forced terminal separation (Keyboa.rd reRet,). 
--~--	 ~-.. -_......- .--.-... ...- .. 

address of the word affected. A task restart occurs if 
a program attempts to address an invalid core storage 
location. 

External entry 

A task reentered through a system reload, through 
the keyboard reset, or from another task receives a 
communication code in the alternate (timer) switch. 
This external entry disrupts the normal flow of the 

task execution. The MIRU executive saves the former 
switches; and the task initialization routines returns 
these to the program. The user can reestablish the 
flow of execution. 

Restart entry 

A task restarted through an exception or error con
dition receives a code in the alternate s\\1tch. The 
MIRlJ executive leaves control with the program when
ever possible. Only the program knows the significance 
of an exception coodition and what corrective action is 
necessary. On restart, the program Can shut down a 
process or inform the user of the error condition. Only 
as a program loops in multiple restarts is it forceably 
aborted. Abort conditions are logged on the system 
printer (see Table V, MIRU Abort Messages and 
Rest.art Codes) . 

DATA ]\1ANAGEMENT 

A disk file for each patient's data contains all infor
mation needed in real-time. A variety of data types can 
be saved in the patient file: Raw analog-to-digita/ 
values, derived parameters, coded information and 
narrative data. Information saved in the patient file 
is used to generate summary displays and for retro
spective studies. 

MIRU executive routines log e.ach piece of infor
mation to a temporary disk file, sort data for individual 
patient files, and dump disk files to magnetic tape. 

When entered into the logging files, information is 
identified with patient's number, !I data type code, 
and time stamp. A retrieval program collects infor
mation from the patient file by code and patient nUm
ber. Using the code, retrieval routines c!In extract the 
requested data without reference to an external source 
for attributes, e.g., word count. The code also allows 
logging a group of data, each element identified only 
by its relative position in the group and the code of 
the rel'Alrd. This fixed position format is used to log 
the multiple results of a program without coding ea<:h 
piec.e of dat.a within the record. 

A log request moves the dat.a to a core buffer area. 
After sixteen requests the core buffer ;R transferred to 
the temporary log file on disk. Periodically, a program 
sorts the temporary disk file (which has data mixed 
from all patients) for the real-time tape, and individual 
patient disk file (the patient active file), or the nurse's 
printer. The tape records are blooked five disk records 
to one tape record (see Figure .J, Information Loggiug). 
When It patient is dismissed from the research unit, a 
program extracts the data for that patient and gener
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Figure 5-Information logging 

atea an individual tape file. This forms the permanent 
record for retrospective studies. 

Analog.to-digital values and large arrays of derived 
data may be written directly to the real-time tape. 
In logging data directly to the real·time tape, the user 
must provide a tape header including patient identifi
cation, data type, and time of acquisition. Otherwise, 
the record will be discarded when the real·time tape is 
sorted into individual patient files. 

CONCLL'SION 

The research system has been operational sinee July, 
1969, with a single prototype of the medical instrumen
tation and two keyboard/oscilloscope terminals. The 
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Myocardial Infarction Itesearch L'nit opened in October, 
1969, so the computer and instrumentation system is 
being used for research studies from two patient rooms 
and two laboratories, Instrumentation of an animal 
laboratory is projected for 1970. 

We have not had sufficient experience in a multiple 
bed research environment til note the strengths and 
weaknesses of the system, These will be reported at 
the oonference. 
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Patient Room with computer terminal and bedside instrumentation 

                                                 

Special procedures room with computer terminal and rack instrumentation 

                                                                 

 

    Remote terminal display using storage oscilloscope (left) and beside monitor via scan converter storage oscilloscope (right) 

                  


